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In two studies, we show that narcissistic consumers are motivated to validate their excessively positive self-view by obtaining a scarce

product which can give a unique value. Our findings indicate that narcissistic individuals tend to interpret the scarcity-related purchase

situation as an opportunity to validate their excessively positive self-view, and hence are less motivated to make systematic

information processing toward other diagnostic information.
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We use interpretive approach and directly observe actions at catalogue shopping of mother-daughter pair and friend-daughter pair. 
We conducted a unique comparative analysis of the collected quantity data; using three types of Non Verbal Communication (NVC), 
we compared frequencies of those NVC in each pair and interpret them with supplemental verbal data. The study consists of [STUDY 
1] and [STUDY 2], and there were twelve sets of pair altogether. Six daughters participated in both studies. The daughters brought 
her mothers for [STUDY 1] to form M-D relationship condition. Under this context, they performed the daughter’s ideal self decision 
process. Not only verbal data but also nonverbal data were collected because the Japanese people tend to use many subtle body language 
cues in daily conversation.

Results of the comparative analysis were consistent with the proposition. Important future research directions were addressed.
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Extended Abstract
Narcissists can be defined as people who can be characterized as self–centered, self–aggrandizing, dominant, and manipulative1,2. 

Recently, narcissism as an individual difference dimension has been operationalized as a higher scorer on the Narcissistic Personality 
Inventory (NPI) 3,4. Several researchers have shown interest in the characteristic and behavior patterns of narcissists as consumers 5,6. 
They proposed that narcissists as consumers are likely to purchase prestigious and exclusive products to sustain and elevate their self-
positivity. That is to say, narcissism can drive people to purchase highly exclusive and luxurious products because the consumptions of 
such products potentially serve as a means of validating excessively positive self–views. As a result, narcissists may, in order to validate 
their excessively positive self–views, try to purchase prestigious and exclusive products which are believed to have higher symbolic 
values than other products. In so doing, they try to regulate their own self–esteem by increasing their apparent status, hence obtaining 
others’ admiration and envy5,6. Past research suggests that when narcissistic consumers make a choice, they may have much higher 
tendency to sacrifice utilitarian aspects for attaining symbolic ones, compared to non-narcissistic consumers6. That is, for narcissists as 
consumers, it may not be important whether a product will serve their own practical needs or not. The utilitarian value of a product is 
likely to be of lesser importance to them, whereas a product’s symbolic value is of greater importance. 

Scarcity can be defined as insufficiency of product supply or time of availability7. Past research suggests that consumers can use 
scarcity as a cue (i.e. “What is rare is good”) for good value, whereby they infer that a highly scarce product must be more valuable 
than a less scarce product8,9. The underlying mechanism for this inference of scarcity as value is based on the assumption that people 
tend to desire uniqueness10. In this case, people evaluate scarce products as being more valuable because they believe that possessing 
something scarce can produce positive feelings of personal uniqueness. In the present research, we show that narcissistic individuals are 
more likely to strive to purchase a scarce product in order to obtain others’ admiration and envy, albeit at the cost of utilitarian aspects, 
compared to non-narcissistic counterparts, because they believe that the possession of a scarce product can show their own exclusive 
uniqueness, hence validating their excessively self-positive view through such consumption. 

In study 1, we propose that for consumers with high narcissism (HN), scarcity will have strong positive effect on product evaluation, 
while consumers with low narcissism (LN) are less unaffected by scarcity (H1). One hundred participants were randomly assigned 
to a 2 (Scarcity: High versus Low) between-subject design. Participants were asked to complete the forty–item (α=.92) questionnaire 
from Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI), with the purpose of assessing the participants’ propensity for self–narcissism. Consistent 
with other studies in this area11, participants scoring in the top third of the NPI were considered as having high narcissism and those 
who scored in the bottom third of the NPI were considered as having low narcissism. After then, participants were presented with a 
hypothetical retail scenario, which included an ad for a wristwatch. The ad manipulated scarcity, in terms of limited quantities. The 
dependent variable of product evaluation was measured by an item assessing willingness to pay (WTP). We predicted and found that 
participants with HN reported higher WTP toward the product promoted with scarcity claim than that without scarcity claim (M=$163.73 
vs. $80.91, t(35)=2.63, p=.012). However, this effect did not happen for LN participants (M=$90.26 vs. $83.12, t(33)=.355, p=.725). 
This result indicates that HN consumers have a stronger desire for a scarce product, compared to LN counterparts.
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The literatures on scarcity have shown that an increase in arousal due to scarcity tends to motivates consumers to pay more attention 
to task relevant cues, resulting in a systematic processing of relevant information12,13. In study 2, we argue that narcissistic consumers 
are likely to have a stronger propensity to purchase the scarce product without scrutinizing information because they want to validate 
their excessively positive self-views by purchasing a scarce product and can sacrifice utilitarian needs for attaining symbolic ones. 
Therefore, we predict that for consumers with high narcissism (HN), increasing scarcity will reduce depth of processing (H2a). On 
the other hand, for consumers with low narcissism (LN), consistent with past scarcity research, increasing scarcity will increase depth 
of processing (H2b). These different effects of scarcity on depth of processing outlined in H2a and H2b, in turn, have consequences 
for product evaluation, depending on argument quality. We hypothesize that for consumers with HN, the effect of scarcity on product 
evaluation will not be affected by argument quality (H3a). In contrast, for consumers with LN, scarcity will have a stronger positive 
effect on product evaluation when argument quality is strong than when argument quality is weak (H3b). The study 2 was designed as 
a 2 (High Scarcity versus Low Scarcity) x 2 (Strong product argument versus Weak product argument) between-subjects ANOVA, with 
one hundred fifty participants recruited. The high and low narcissistic Participants were chosen by the same procedure as in study 1. 
Two-level Narcissism (Low or High) was the third between-subjects factor in the analysis. As study 1, participants were presented with 
a hypothetical retail scenario, which included an ad for a wristwatch. The ad manipulated scarcity and argument quality using methods 
validated in past research14,15. Finally, participants responded to the dependent variables, and listed their thoughts while reading the 
ad. The dependent variable of product evaluation was measured by a single item, nine point scale for purchase intent and a three item, 
nine-point scale for product attitude. Participants’ thoughts were coded into message-related thoughts and irrelevant thoughts by two 
judges blind to experimental conditions. The number of message-related thoughts served as one measure of depth of processing. A second 
measure of depth of processing was a two-item scale for cognitive effort anchored by effortful/thought validated in past research16. We 
predicted and found that HN participants in the high scarcity condition reported less message-related thoughts than did HN participants 
in the low scarcity condition (M=2.96 vs. 4.11, t(44) =-2.02, p=.049). However, as predicted by H2b, this effect was reversed for LN 
participant (M=5.04 vs. 3.76, t(52)=1.158, p=.02). The cognitive effort scale showed the same pattern of results. Consistent with H3a, 
the effect of scarcity on purchase intent for HN participants was not affected by argument quality (M=4.15 vs. M=3.47, t(26)=1.051, 
p=.30). In contrast, as predicted by H3b, for LN participants, scarcity increased purchase intent when argument quality was strong, but 
not when argument quality was weak (M=3.57 vs. 2.18, t(23)=2.152, p=.04). The effect of scarcity on attitude toward the target product 
showed the same pattern of results. 

This research makes a theoretical contribution by identifying how narcissistic consumers are motivated to validate their excessively 
positive self-view by obtaining a scarce product which can give a unique value. 
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